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Agnieszka Docze kalska
sum er, the less strict provisions of the Law on prevention of unfair market
practices would be applied. Therefore, the legislator eventually decided to
use the term niedopuszczalny nacisk ('inadmissible inf.uence'), Hence, there

is no doubt that in the case of unlawful threat, which is conducted towards
a consumer, the Penal Code should be applied.83

Vl. Conclusions
Multilingual law of the EU is drafted in twenty-four languages which are
also official languages of Member States. However, EU autonomous legal
system needs its own language and terminology. One way to achieve this is
to add an extra layer of meaning to national terms in order to give them
uniform denotation in all Member States. The layer can be recognized at
the drafting process when a term is defined or at the interpretation process
when a term is recognized as an autonomous concept of EU law. The use
of neutral terms which are not specific to any national legal system (deculturalisation) is another way to develop EU legal terminology. Neutral language helps not only to ensure uniform meaning but also to render this
meaning in twenty-four languages.
EU legal language, although very much influenced by national legal languages, is neutral, not specific to any legal system of Member States. However, EU language is also hybrid, since it is built over national legal languages and sometimes intentionally uses national legal concepts. When
EU directives are transposed into national legal systems, this hybrid or
deculturalised language can be changed according to national legislative
techniques or cause further hybridization, not only because new concepts
are introduced into national systems but also because the exact wording of
a directive is used in a national legal act.

Chapter 8: European Commission's Soft Law Instruments:
In-between Legally Binding and Non-binding
Norms
Florin Coman-Kund (Erasmus School of Law, Rotterdam) and Corina Andone
(Amsterdam Centre far Language and Communication, University of Amsterdam)

I. Introduction
Law is a fundamental feature of the multilevel system of governance of the
European Union (EU). In order to achieve its objectives and develop its
policies, the EU has enacted a vast number of instruments, mostly in the
form of 'hard law' such as regulations, directives and decisions. Nowadays,
the EU is relying increasingly in the exercise of its regulatory powers also
on formally non-binding instruments, such as recommendations, opinions, communications, notices or guidelines commonly labelled as 'soft
law.' Remarkably, more than 10% of current EU law consists of such soft
law instruments.' These tools are arguably highly valued for their flexibility, particularly suitable to deal with the complexity and diversity of European affairs,2 useful where the intensity of EU competence is rather low,
and capable of producing important legal and practical effects.' EU soft
law instruments, in particular those enacted by the European Commission,

0 Stefan, Soft law in Court. Competition Law, State Aid and the Court ofjustice of the
European Union (Wolters Kluwer 2013) 12.

83 A Doczekalska, All Originals: Fiction and Reality of Multilingual legal Drafting in
the European Union and Canada, doctoral thesis (European University Institute
2009) 249.
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2 See A Schäfer, 'Resolving Deadlock: Why International Organisations Introduce
Soft Law' (2006) 12(2) European lawJournal 195-196 who contests this view.
3 F Snyder, 'lnterinsricucional Agreements: Forms and Constitutional Limitations' in
G Winter (ed.), Sources and Categorie: ofEuropean Union law: a Comparative and Reform Perspective (Nomos Verlags-Ges 1996) 463. Legal effects include, among oth-

ers, binding the enacting institution and the addressees, creating expectations that
the enacting institutions will comply with the rule. Practical effects include, for in·
stance, policy changes in the Member States.
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are also being referred co frequently in CJEU's j udgmencs4 and they are increasingly challenged before European courts.'
Soft law instrumencs co-exist alongside hard law instruments in EU governance for relatively long. Yet the status, functions and role of soft law instrumencs, and especially the precise delineation between soft and hard
law instruments, are all subject of great debates and disagreement among
scholars and practitioners. There are different and often contradictory
views on the distinction between soft and hard law, and rarely, if ever, a
definite answer is provided that is theoretically informed and empirically
supported. Most legal scholars will only agree that the use of hard and soft
law refleccs a wider normative variety through formulating rules robustly
or softly.6 Also, they will agree chat the distinction between hard and soft
law is vital for the proper functioning of a legal system, particularly in the
case of such a complex multilevel system as the EU.7 Any imbalance between the intended meaning of the legal norms and their expression is
likely to affect legal certainty and raise intricate legal questions regarding
institutional balance, as well as the limics and exercise of EU competences.
As a result, national administrations and judges, who are the key actors interpreting and applying EU law in the Member States, are unsure if and
how to apply these legal instrumencs.8
This chapter contributes to the discussions on EU soft law instrumencs
by examining their normative content as an essential factor for delineating
between hard and soft law. It focuses on the analyses and evaluation of legal instrumencs, which despite their classification as legally non-binding
display a hard law-like content. The emphasis lies on soft law instrumencs
enacted by the Commission because these seem to be most contested as to
their legal nature and effeccs. Section 2 outlines the conceptual and legal
ambiguity surrounding EU soft law. Section 3 explains, by relying on the
relevant case law of the Court of Justice (C]EU) and EU law drafting
guidelines, why and how the normative content is a key factor for determining the legal nature of EU aces. Section 4 examines the normative content of recommendations and other 'non-binding' acts of the Commission,
which are legally problematic in that they oftentimes resemble hard law

Chapter 8: European Commission 's Soft Law Instruments
instrumencs. Essential normative content elemencs include their structure,
the strength of the obligations prescribed to addressees, the level of detail
and precision of their substantive provisions, and the compliance/enforcement mechanisms attached to them. Special attention is paid to the argumentation used in Commission soft law instruments, based on the assumption that their effectiveness and intrinsic quality should largely depend on the persuasive force of their justificatory reasons.9 Finally, some of
the implications deriving from the Commission's symptomatic 'hardened'
soft law instruments for the quality of EU lawmaking are discussed. In Section 5, the focus is on legal problems and concerns related to the principle
of legal certainty, the principle of legality, the principle of conferral and institutional balance, legal scrutiny and review. In Section 6, a clearer delineation between EU soft law and hard law through an increased role for argumentation as a means to foster compliance is promoted.

II. The 'murky' EU soft law
The concept of 'soft law' aims at capturing the increasing complexity of
the current legal normative landscape by relativizing the traditional positivist distinction between legally binding and non-binding instruments. It
bears the promise of a more nuanced and 'down to earth' explanation of
current lawmaking, but at the same time, it runs the risk of bringing additional complications and ambiguity. So far existing legal-policical science
scholarship has raised more questions than answers about the status, functions and role of EU soft law insrrurnents.!" Particularly significant are the
debates between those viewing soft law as limited to mere non-binding

9 C Andone and S Greco, 'Evading the Burden of Proof in European Union Soft
Law Instruments: the Case of Commission Recommendations' (2018) 31(1) filter·
nationalJournalfor the Semiotics ofLaw 79.
10 Among ochers, F Snyder, 'The Effectiveness of European Community Law: Insti-

4 See landmark Case C-322/88 Salvatore Grimaldi v Fonds aes maladies professionnelles
EU:C: 1989:646.
5 Most recently in Case C·16/16P Belgium v Commission EU C:2018:79.
6 See J Klabbers, 'Why not ta Study Soft Law' Paper presented at the first conference
of the European Network on Soft Law Research, Helsinki (2017) 2.
7 See Stefan (n 1) 20-21.
8 See Opinion of Advocate General Bobek in Case C-16/16P EU:C:2017:959 para 15.
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tutions, Processes, Tools and Techniques' (1993) 56(1) The Modem Law Review
19-54, L Senden, Soft Law i11 European Community Law (Hart Publishing 2003);
D Trubek et al., 'Soft Law', 'Hard Law', and the EU Integration: Toward a Theory
of Hybridicy' (2005) 05 Jean Monnet Working Paper 1--42; V Fegus, 'The Growing
Importance of Soft Law in the EU' (2014) 1(1) lnterEU Law East 145-161; 0 Stefan, 'Soft Law and the Enforcement of EU Law' in A Jakab and D Kochenov
(eds.), The Enforcement of EU Law and Values: Ensuring Member States' Compliance
(OUP 2017) 200-217.
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norms with legal relevance, 11 those defining soft law as involving politically binding norms, 12 and those combining these two views.'! The first category of scholars seems to oversimplify the complexity of the current situation, because soft law instruments may have more than a non-binding
character as they impose certain obligations on their addressees. The second category points at political rather than legal norms, which blurs the
precise legal nature of soft law instruments. The third category embraces
an unsolvable perplexing duality by suggesting that non-binding norms
have legal relevance but do not reach a sufficient level of 'bindingness' to
constitute hard law.
Given the existing lack of clarity about EU soft law instruments, Terpan
rightly points out that "soft law is not a clear-cut and uncontested category."14 It is arguably only known with certainty that soft law consists of
"rules of conduct which, in principle, have no legally binding force, but
which nevertheless may have practical effects"15 and "legal effects"16. Unlike hard law, these rules are not formally binding as a matter of law: their
addressees, mainly the Member States, have the political rather than legal

11 See Senden (n 10); U Mörth, 'Soft Law and New Modes of EU Governance - A
Democratic Problem?' (2006) Online paper presented in Darmstadt November
2005 1-25; A Peters, 'Soft law as a New Mode of Governance' in U Diedrichs,

obligation to base their future conduct on their provisions. Yet things become less clear when some of these instruments provide that a certain
course of action needs to be taken within a certain timeframe. If this does
not occur, Member States need to justify why a different, or no course of
action is taken." By the same token, in legal practice there seem to be
much 'harder' commitments imposed on the basis of soft law instruments,
which the author of the act or the addressees need to fulfill. Illustratively,
Stefan argues that European competition soft law instruments are a matter
of hard principles in that they are taken into account by courts for enforcing general principles of law. Thus, for the European Courts, the mere existence of Commission's notices creates legitimate expectations, such as
companies assuming that they may conclude agreements satisfying certain
criteria mentioned in the notice.18 In other cases, the measures prescribed
in soft law instruments are 'hardened' via legally binding acts laying down
follow-up enforcement mechanisms and actions, such as the setting of
clear time limits for compliance and the possibility to adopt legally binding decisions in case of non-compliance by the addressee.19 Things become
even more confusing where EU legislation prescribes the adoption of recommendations by the Commission via binding implementing acts, for instance in the very specific context of reintroduction of internal border controls within the Schengen area.20 Last but not least, according to the
Grimaldi jurisprudence, national courts are bound to consider EU soft law

W Reiners and W Wessels (eds.), The Dynamics of Change in EU Governance (Ed-

ward Elgar 2011) 21-51.
12 M Cini, 'The Soft Law Approach: Commission Rule-making in the EU's State Aid
Regime' (2001) 8(2) journal of European Public Policy 192-207; J Skjaerseth,
0 Stokke and

J Wettestad, 'Soft Law,

Hard Law and Effective Implementation of

Internacional Environmental Norms' (2006) 6(3) Global Enoiranmental Politics
104-120, C Rose, 'Non-binding Instruments and Democratic Accountability' in

H Cullen, J Harrington and C Renshaw (eds.), ExpertJ, Networks and International
Law (CUP 2017) 205-229.
13 F Terpan, 'Soft Law in the European Union - the Changing Nature of EU Law'
(2015) 21(1) European Law journal 68-96. There are also authors who are critical
of soft law in general, including EU soft law instruments, such as Klabbers, dismissing it as "a beautiful invention, a veritable Humpty Dumpty term which, as
Humpty Dumpty himself would aver, can mean anything we wam it to mean"

(Klabbers (n 6) 3). Klabbers has often pointed at "the redundancy of soft law" and
"the undesirabiliry of soft law" (see 'The Redundancy of Soft Law' (1996) 65
Nordic Journal of lnternational Law 167-182 and 'The Undesirabiliry of Soft Law'
(1998) 67 Nordic Jou mal of International Law 381-391 ), going as far as advocating
that soft law is not worth studying (n 6). While some of Klabbers' points of criticism may be correct, others remain open for debate (see Stefan (n l )).
14 Terpan (n 13) 70.
15 Snyder (n 10) 32; see also Senden (n 10) 112.
16 See Stefan (n I) 16.
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17 S Saurugger and F Terpan, 'Studying Resistance to EU Norms in Foreign and Securiry Policy' (2015) 20(2/1) European Foreign Affairs Review 1-20.
18 0 Stefan, 'European Competition Soft Law in European Courts: A Matter of
Hard Principles?' (2008) 14(6) European law Journal 766; see for inscance Joined
Cases C-189/02 P, C-202/02 P, C-205/02 P co C-208/02 P and C-213/02 P Dansk
Rerindustn NS v Commission EU:C:2005:408.
19 See for an example Article 13(6) and (8) of Regulation (EU) 2016/1624 of che
European Parliament and of the Council on the European Border and Coast

Guard and amending Regulation (EU) 2016/399 of the European Parliament and
of the Council and repealing Regulation (EC) No 863/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council, Council Regulation (EC) No 2007/2004 and Council
Decision 2005/267/EC (20161 OJ L251/1; another example envisages the complex
legal framework laid down under the '6 Pack on Economic Governance' where

soft Commission recommendations and reports are significantly 'hardened' by
the possibility to trigger "a 'shadow' of possible sanctions later on in the process";

T van den Brink and L Senden, 'Checks and Balances of Soft EU Rule-making'
(2012) in European Parliament, Policy Department C: Citizens' Rights and Constitutional Affairs 53.

20 See Articles 21 and 29(4) of Regulation (EU) 2016/399 of the European Parliament and of the Council on a Union Code on the rules governing the movement
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instruments for interpreting legally binding provisions or, even more,
when such instruments supplement binding EU legal acrs."

Ill. Normative content as a keyfactorfar determining the legal nature ofEU
(soft law) acts
The previous overview shows that the ambiguous legal nature of EU soft
law instruments creates a significant degree of uncertainty as to the existence and extent of their legal effects. Since EU law is still premised, at
least for the purpose of legal review, on the distinction between legally
binding and legally non-binding acts,22 one way forward is to attempt to
determine on a case-by-case basis to which of the two categories (Commission's) soft law instruments belong. This brings us to the question of
which criteria or standards are relevant for clarifying the genuine legal nature of EU acts, and in particular of these 'in-between' formal soft law instruments with a hard dimension. The usual criteria encompass the formal
title and other external aspects of the instrument (e.g., organization of the
text in pares and paragraphs) as well as the wording and substance of the
instrument. To these, one may add more contextual elements, such as the
adoption procedure, publication, the broader legal framework, the role
and competence of the author of the act, or the implementation practice.
From a jurisprudential perspective, the CJEU expressed already in ERTA
a preference for a 'substance prevails over form' approach23 in order to determine the real legal nature of EU acrs.> This approach has been applied
with some degree of flexibility over time with regard to various Commission acts25, such as recommendations,26 letters and statement of objec-

of persons across borders (Schengen Borders Code) (codification) (2016] OJ
L77/1.

21 Case C-322/88 (n 4) para 18; Joined Cases 317/08-32()/08 Alassini v Telecom Italia
EU:C:2010:146 para 40.
22 The CjEU does not acknowledge soft law as a specific category of legal acts, but
rather focusses on determining whether EU legal instruments qualify as legally
binding or legally non-binding, while admitting that in certain circumstances

23
24
25
26
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even non-binding EU acts may produce certain legal effecrs, derived from broader
EU rules and principles, such as legitimate expecrarions or the principle of sincere
cooperation (e.g., Grimaldi (n 4)).
See Opinion of Advocate General Bobek in Case C-16/16P (n 8) para 63.
Case 22/70 Commission v Council (ERTA) EU:C:1971,J:;. para 42.
See also Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) paras 62-63.
Case C-322/88 Grimaldi (n 4).
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cions,27 communications,28 guidelines,29 codes of conduct.ê? notices.31 It
should be noted that 'content' has been the decisive criterion for the legal
diagnosis of both instruments outside the official nomenclature in the
Treaties and soft law instruments expressly listed as non-binding acts in the
Founding Treaties.32 Most recently, in Case C-16/16P Belgium v Commission, the CJEU confirmed an 'Article 288 TFEU' recommendation may by
virtue of its content not represent a genuine recommendation, but an act
that produces binding legal effecrs.33
As to the more concrete factors taken into account for determining the
genuine legal nature of an EU legal instrument based on its normative
content, the CJEU looks primarily at the wording and substance of its provisions.ê" As a complementary tool, the European courts also consider contextual elements, such as the relevant legal-policy framework to which the
legal act belongs, the powers of the adopting institutions or the publication of the legal instrument.ê! These elements enable a more fine-tuned as-

27 Case 60/81 IBM v Commission EU:C:1981:264; Case C-147/96 Nether/amis v Commission EU:C:2000:335.
28 C-57/95 France v Commission EU:C:1997:164, C-301/03 Italy v Commission
EU:C:2005:727.
29 Dansk Rerindustri (n 18); Case C-520/09PArkema v Commisison EU:C:2011:619.
30 Case C-303/90 France v Commission EU :C:1991 :424.
31 Case C-226/11 Expedia v Autorité de la Conamence and Others EU:C:2012:795.
32 Le., recommendations and opinions according co Articles 288 and 263 TFEU; in
this respect, Advocate General Bobek distinguishes between 'typical' and 'atypical' (soft law) acts depending on whether they are listed or not in the Treaties -

see Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 55.
33 Case C-J6/16P (n 5) paras 29-31. Advocate General Bobek astutely noticed a discreet but arguably significant change in the initial ERTA rest for determining the
legal nature of an EU act from 'legal effects' in the ERTA Judgment, co 'binding
legal effects' in subsequent case law (paras 69-71 ). This emails a narrowing down
of the 'legal nature' test of EU acts, which has the effect of excluding from legal
review most of soft law instruments capable of producing (some) legal effects in
an era of unprecedented proliferation of such instruments, see Opinion of Advo-

cate General Bobek (n 8) paras 72-73.
34 See Case C-!6/I6P (n 5) paras 37 and 52 and Case T-721/14 Belgium v Commission
EU:T:2015:829 paras 19-35; see also the case law overview at para 18. See in the

same vein Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 65. This is particularly
the case when the Court assesses the legal nature of EU acts that are final, in that

they lay down definitively the position of the adopting institution, see for instance, Case C-301/03 EU (n 28); Case C-57/95 France v Commission
EU:C:1997,164 and Case C-303/90 (n 30).
35 See Case C-16/16P (n 5) paras 32 and 36-37 and Case T-721114 (n 34) paras 18 and
36.
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sessrnent of the intention of the author of the act as to its legally binding
effects, and seem co fulfill a confirmatory function of the analysis based on
wording and subsrance.36 The application of these criteria is subject co variations depending on the particular facts and circumstances of each case.
Yet, one may distil some commonalities in the application of these criteria. Regarding the wording, the CJEU usually checks whether the legal instrument is drafted in imperative or non-mandatory terms in order co
reach a conclusion on its legal nature.37 In this respect, the expression of
obligation through the use of 'shall/will' language is likely co correspond
co instruments intended to have legally binding effects,38 whereas a conditional 'should' language or references to 'proposed rules' suggests nonbinding provisions.39 Concerning the substance, the Court examines the
scope of the provisions, the level of detail of the conduct prescribed to addressees, as well as the existence and design of implementing cools, such as
reporting requirements, monitoring and compliance/enforcement mechanisms. The more detailed and prescriptive the provisions and implementing mechanisms of the instrument, the more likely it will qualify as a legally binding instrurnenr.s? As to the interplay between wording and substance in CJEU's assessment, a definite conclusion is difficult co draw. Suffice it co say that sometimes the Court found the legal instrument co be
binding based on its substance even against the 'should' wording of the
document" whereas more recently the CJEU seems co attach more weight
co the conditional wording of its provisions.42
Deviating from the CJEU's stance, Advocate General Bobek proposes a
somewhat unconventional test for assessing the legal nature of EU legal
acts.43 In essence, he posits first that the wording of the instrument should
not play a decisive role and outweigh the substance and context of the in-

36 See Case C.16/16P ( n 5) paras 36-37 and Case T-721/14 (n 34) para 36.
37 E.g., Case C-16/16P (n 5) para 34 and Case T-721/14 (n 34) paras 21-28; Case
C-301/03 (n 28) paras 21-22; Case C-57/95 (n 34) para 18.
38 Ibid.
39 E.g., Case C-301/03 (n 28) paras 21-22.
40 E.g., Case C-303/90 (n 30) paras 17-25.
41 E.g. Case C-303/90 (n 30) paras I 7-25.
42 E.g. Case C-16/16P (n 5) paras 32 and 36-37 and Case T-721/14 (n 34); see Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 65.
43 Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) paras 110-122. In chis respect the AG

displays more receptivity co the category of soft law, unlike the CJEU which insists, at least for the purpose of judicial review under Article 263 TFEU, on the
issue whether the ace has binding legal effects.
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strurnent.s" Second, the analysis of the legal effects of the instrument
should, in his view, focus on the capacity of the instrument to induce compliance or otherwise co affect the position of the addressee.45 In his version
of the ERTA test, normative content remains decisive, but AG Bobek suggesrs placing more emphasis on the logic, substance, context and purpose
of the instrument instead on the mere wording.46 Hence, if its formal denomination is removed, does the instrument look like an act capable of
producing legal effects and inducing compliance by the addressees?47 In
operacionalizing the eest, AG Bobek considers both external and internal
aspects of the normative content of the legal instrument.48 External elements include the overall structure of the act (e.g., the division between
preamble and prescriptive part; the division in articles/paragraphs) and
wording. The internal dimension concerns the substance of provisions, including purpose, scope, prescriptive character, level of detail and degree of
precision, as well as monitoring, reporting, compliance mechanisms. Applying this test, AG Bobek concluded, contrary co the CJEU, that the overall analysis of the elements pertaining co content and context entails, in
spite of its soft inviting language, that the recommendation at issue in case
C-16/16P49 produces legal effects and ic should be a reviewable act.50
It is obvious from the above that the quest for clarifying the correct legal nature and effects of Union's acts, and in particular of the Commission's legal instruments, requires a combined assessment of a number of
factors pertaining to the form, content and context of the instrument. In
an ideal world, premised on perfect consistency between the form, content
and context of the instrument51 no particular problems should arise as co
the application or weight of these criteria. Yee the reality of decision-making features situations of apparent discrepancy between these dimensions

44 Ibid paras Il I and 114.
45 Ibid paras 111 and 113.
46 According co Advocate General Bobek, too much emphasis on the "'inviting'

wording" in soft law instruments would rather favour a 'form prevails over substance' approach with the practical effect that soft law instrument could never be
subject co legal review (n 8 para 114).
47 Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) paras 123-124.
48 Ibid, para 116-122 for the criteria in abstracto and paras 123-143 for the applica-

tion of rhe test.
49 Commission Recommendation 2014/478/EU on principles for the protection of

consumers and players of online gambling services and for the prevention of minors from gambling online [2014) OJ L214/38.
50 Ibid paras 140-143.
51 See Case Grimaldi (n 4) para 14.
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of a legal act, in particular as regards the Commission's soft law instruments. In such cases, the prevalent or decisive criterion clarifies the legal
nature and effects of the twilight legal instrument. In this respect, the
Court's approach that content should prevail by all means over the form of
the instrument for the purpose of determining its genuine legal nature and
effects is indeed persuasive.52 An obvious reason is that this allows detecting and reviewing, beyond non-binding 'window dressing', measures genuinely intended to produce far-reaching legal effects. For the same reason,
we also side with Advocate General Bobek's view that, in case dissonance
persists, more weight should be given to substantive (internal) elements of
the normative content of the instrument as compared to external aspects of
that content, such as the wording (in particular the expression of obligations) and the structure of its provisions.v Hence, a conditional 'should'
language should not obscure the actual legal effects resulting from highly
detailed and precise prescriptive provisions, as well as from elaborated
monitoring, reporting and implementing mechanisms intended to compel
addressees to comply." An additional argument that 'should' language
should not be taken per se as the 'gold standard' for determining the nonbinding nature of an EU legal act is that such language can sometimes be
found also in hard law instrumencs.55
Somewhat surprisingly, despite the amount of scholarship pointing to
the unsettled nature of soft law and the significant legal and practical problems created by these instruments leading increasingly to litigation before
CJEU, little attention seems to be paid to soft law in daily EU decisionmaking. As will be seen later in more detail, existing EU (better) lawmaking and drafting guidelines do little more than stating generically the obvious: (1) that non-binding acts should not be prescriptive, and (2) that they

52 Also when the title of the instrument corresponds
acts explicitly qualified so by EU law.
53 Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 114.

to

a category of non-binding

54 For instance, if a mere replacing of 'should' with 'shall' throughout the instrument would make it resemble a typical EU binding act, that could be taken as a
strong indicator chat the soft law inscrumenc is actually intended co change the

legal situation of the addressees - see also Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n
8) para 135.
55 See for example, Articles 13(7) and 39(9), 55(1) and 75(13) of Regulation (EU)
2016/1624; should one then conclude that these provisions in the Fronrex Regulation amount to non-binding provisions?
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should not resemble too much legally binding accs.56 At the same time,
rather inconsistently with the features of EU non-binding acts," Tool #18
mentions the importance of ensuring detailed monitoring and evaluation
mechanisms of the implementation by the Member States. The feeble consideration in EU institutional practice for the normative content and drafting of soft law instruments contributes in our view to the ambiguity, inconsistencies and legal problems raised by these tools, as shown in the next
section.

N. Assessing the normative content of Commission's soft law instruments
This section exemplifies and assesses the main aspects related to the normative content of Commission soft law instruments with a special emphasis
on recommendations. Our focus on these instruments stems mainly from
the fact that they are part and parcel of Union's better governance efforcs
as formally non-binding tools, but at the same time they play an important
role in the EU legal order, having far-reaching objectives, as well as considerable practical and legal significance. Incidentally, we consider other
Commission soft law instruments such as guidelines, notices and codes of
conduct, when deemed appropriate.
Recommendations are mentioned explicitly in Art. 288 TFEU as instruments "which shall have no binding force," and are often presented in the
literature as lying "somewhere between general policy sraternents ] ... ] and
legislation [ ... ]."58 Recommendations are used by the Commission in a
wide array of policy fields ranging most famously from competition law
and state aid,59 to ocher policy areas, such as the environment and con-

56 See Annex I ofjoint Practical Guide of the European Parliament, the Council and the
Commission for Persons Involved in the Drafting of European Union Legislation <https,
//pub I ications.europa.eu/en/pu bl ication-detai 1/-/publ ication/3 8797 47d-7a3c-41 lba3a055cl4e2ba732/language-en> (2015) 8, accessed in March 2019, and Commission, 'Better Regulation Guidelines' SWD (2017) 350, "Toolbox• 2018, Tool #18
The choice of the policy instrumenc 115, <https://ec.europa.eu/info/bc:tcer-regulati
on-toolbox en> accessed in March 2019.
57 Advocate General Bobek pointed out that "the Court demonstrated a particular
sensitiviry towards inserting compliance or monitoring mechanisms into various

atypical instruments" and that "[o]n at least two occasions, it annulled atypical
Commission acts because they regulated reporting requirements in detail and ar-

guably went beyond what was appropriate for that type of act" (n 8) para 131.
58 Cini (n 12) 194.
59 See Stefan (n 1) 24.
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sumer protection.s? for which hard law instruments have been typically
used.61 The functions that Commission recommendations normally fulfil
are t0 complement hard law, ensure its effectiveness, supplement the lack
of hard law in certain policy areas, or as alternatives tO hard law when the
latter cannot be used, for example because the EU has no competence tO
act.62
In line with Section 3, this analysis considers both external and internal
aspects of the normative content of Commission's recommendations and
other soft law instruments. It looks into the structure of the act, the overall
wording and, in particular, the expression of obligation prescribed to the
addressee, the substance of the provisions including the degree of details
prescribed, as well as the compliance/enforcement mechanisms attached to
these instruments. Last but not least, the role and quality of the argumentation advanced to support a prescribed course of action are examined as
particularly important elements conferring added value to Commission's
soft law instruments. Our analysis is based on EU drafting guidelines and
manuals, as well as empirical insights from interviews with Commission
experts.

1.

Structure

Unlike hard law instruments, soft law instruments do not necessarily follow a strict template. Because they are drafted by the Directorates General
responsible for a particular policy area, there may be variations with regard
to their structure. Commission experts explain that no strict format applies
as in the case of directives or regulations, precisely because these are flexible instruments which are not constrained by a binding content and
form.63 The same idea is underlined in Section 1(1) of the Commission's
Legislative Drafting Manual (LD)64 mentioning that "the form of non-bind-
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ing legal acts [ ... ] is not prescribed and can vary according to circumstances." Yet the joint Practical Guide for Persons Involved in the Drafting of
European Union Legislation UPG)6S specifies that "in non-binding acts.I ... ]
a structure or presentation too close tO that of a binding act, must not be
used" (2.3.3) In the same vein, the LD stipulates that "in non-binding acts
[ ... ], the basic unit is nor the article but the point" (6.3.1 (c)). Apart from
making this minor and in practice almost unobservable distinction.é' LD
surprisingly also points our that "recommendations and resolutions
should, however, be drawn up in a form modelled on that of binding acts"
(1(1)).
This last remark strikes not only as obviously inconsistent with the previous guidelines according to which the form of the soft law instruments
should not be cast in a fixed template, but also points at how such instruments are structured and presented de facto. The degree of formalization
seems to be such that soft law instruments resemble to a great extent, if not
sometimes fully mirroring, the form of a legally binding act.67 Thus, the
structure of recommendations resembles routinely chat of directives with
its delineation between a preamble and a prescriptive part, the latter further being subdivided into 'points' about 'Definitions', 'Requirements',
'Supervision', 'Reporting', etc. One wonders if the use of points, rather
than articles, in non-binding acts is sufficient to conclude chat the format
of such an act is completely different from a binding act and cannot be reasonably perceived as producing binding legal effects. After all, this perception by the addressees has occurred in practice on various occasions. Illustrative cases include the Czech Republic, as explained by Whelanová68
who discusses the consequences of such formal aspects for legal certainty at
national level. Also in Case C-16/16P, the resemblance between the Commission Recommendation 2014/478 EU and a directive made Belgium argue that che act should be challengeable before European courts for the
purpose of annulment.

60 See Commission Recommendation 201 J/136/EU providing guidelines for the implernentation of data protection rules in the Consumer Protection Cooperation

System [2011) OJ L57/44.
61 Cini (n 12) 193.
62 European Commission (n 56).
63 Interviews with Commission experts from the Legal Service and Secretariat Gen-

eral,January 25, 2019.
64 European Commission. Legislative Drafting. A Commis!ion Manual 1997. http://ec.

europa.eu/smart-regulation/beccer_regulation/documencs/legis_draft_comm_en.p
df.
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65 Joint Practical Guide (n 56).
66 Looking at the provisions of some recommendations or other soft law instruments of the Commission, one notices no difference whatsoever in the form of
the instrument from the articles of directives and regulations. Commission
experts conveyed that sometimes, despite the Commission's efforts to be clear
about the legally non-binding nature of the instrument, recommendations very
much resemble di receives (n 63).
67 See also Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 126.
68 See M Whelanová's contribution in this volume.
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2. Degree ofdetail and precision

provisions of these recommendations are remarkably detailed and precise.
Moreover, such details also concern, as will be shown in subsection 4.4,
comprehensive supervision and reporting obligations on the part of the addressees, which brings them even closer to hard law instruments.

EU lawyers know all coo well that hard law instruments, such as directives
and regulations, are particularly detailed in prescribing a certain behavior
that they impose or authorize. These sometimes outline both the intended
objective and the means of achieving it (regulations and decisions). At other times, they specify only the objective co be achieved by the Member
States, leaving the choice of the form and the method of the transposing
legal instrument co the Member States (directives). In both situations, the
obligations laid down must be complied with in light of their wording and
purpose outlined in the instrument. In Kratochwil's69 words, such obligations are categorical, meaning that "the actor cannot exempt himself/
herself by a simple disclaimer."
The existing drafting guidelines refer to the degree of details as concerns
directives and regulations. Thus, JPG clarifies that coo detailed formulations point at regulations and need co be avoided in directives (2.2.2). The
drafting rules leave aside any explicit mention as co the degree of detail in
the provisions of non-binding instruments. Yet, based on the guidelines
for directives and regulations, it makes sense to assume that non-binding
instruments should not be coo detailed and prescriptive, if only to distinguish them formally from hard law instruments. Yet another reason would
be that, if detailed and prescriptive, the addressees may confuse them with
hard law instruments, even in cases in which non-binding language prevails. In his Opinion in Case C-16/16P, Advocate Bobek notices that Recommendation 2014/478/EU, though cast in non-binding language,
abounds in details and requirements for operators' gambling websites, including the kind of information that should be displayed on their page
and the number of clicks it takes co access each piece of information are
provided (Point III), as well as further detailed requirements for minors
(Point lV).70 The General Court also admitted that this recommendation
was very detailed, though dismissing that this could be a factor co consider
the legal instrument something else than the title indicares." If one looks
at other recommendations, however, it takes little to notice that detailed
provisions are the norm rather than the exception"! and that the concrete

3. Strength of obligations
EU drafting manuals and guidelines as well as Commission experts'! underline that non-binding instruments should not be worded coo similarly
to binding instruments and should include only provisions having no
binding force UPG 2.2.4, 2.3.3). A close analysis of recommendations of
the Commission74 confirms that suggestions are made in these instruments
by employing modal expressions that are admittedly less strong than in the
case of hard law instruments such as directives. Although a course of action is prescribed in recommendations." the way in which such prescriptions are made is definitely milder if one examines strictly the modal content. More often than not, should, which points at weak obligations, is
used, while must, which imposes strong obligations, as well as shall, which
is considered the strongest in terms of obligations imposed on addressees,
have a very low distribution. However, other soft law instruments such as
Commission communications are drafted in modal terms that are indistinguishable from directives and regulations in that the use shall and must are
rather the norm.76

Member Scares for the application of the solidarity mechanism under Article 13
of Regulation (EU) 2017/1938 of the European Parliament and of the Council
concerning measures to safeguard the security of gas supply (2018] OJ L32/52;
Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/234 on enhancing the European nature and efficiencconduct of the 2019 elections to the European Parliament (2018]
OJ L45/40; Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/334 on measures to effectively cackle illegal content online (2018] OJ L63/50.
73 Interview with the Legal Service (n 63).
74 Andone and Greco (n 9).
75 See, for example, "The European Commission ( ... ) recommends that Member
States: Organise and implement policies to address child poverty and social exclusion, promoting children's well-being, through multi-dimensional strategies"

69 F Kratochwil, Rules, Norms and Decisions. On the Conditions of Practical and Legal
Reasoning i11 lntemational Relations and Domestic Affairs (CUP 1989) 96.

70 Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) paras 129-130.
71 Case T-721/14 (n 34) para 72.
72 Three recent examples: Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/177 on the elements to be included in the technical, legal and financial arrangements between
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(italics added) (Commission Recommendation (EU) 2013/112 Investing in children: breaking the cycle of disadvantage [2013] OJ L59/5).
76 See Commission, 'Communication on the application of State aid rules to public
service broadcasting' C:2009:257; Commission, 'Communication relating to the
methodology for analysing State aid linked to stranded costs' SG (2001) Dl
290869; Commission, 'Communication on the application, from 1 August 2013,
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It is in fact fairly easily noticeable that, unlike in the hard law instruments in which shall plays a prominent position, its use in soft law instruments is hardly observable, with many documents containing one'? and
generally no occurrences of this modal. The General Court confirmed
thathe invitation-type wording of Recommendation 2014/478/EU indicated
that there was no intent on the Commission's part to produce binding legal effects. In its reasoning, the Court underlined that the Member States
are not imposed an obligation to apply the principles set out in that act
and, moreover, they retained their regulatory powers in the respective
field. They were only invited to comply with the principles laid down in
the act.'s Arguably, the detailed prescriptive provisions of the recommendations contradict the idea that only suggestions are made and mere principles are outlined without the expectancy that Member States will also
comply with the proposed recommendation.
It is, however, important to notice that the type of analysis in strictly
modal terms, which the Court seems co favor when examining the wording of terms as mandatory or non-mandatory, provides only a partial picture of the strength of obligation in soft law instruments. Obligations are
not rendered only in modal terms, but are sometimes strategically imposed
through other documents accompanying the soft law instrument. Such
documents are, strictly speaking, not part of the normative content of the
instrument, yet they suggest a certain interpretation of the soft law instruments, which the addressees are pressured to follow. Such is the case of
Recommendation 2014/478/EU, which was accompanied by a Memorandum/? in which it is specified that the Commission sends "a clear message
to the Member States as co what actions are expected" (italics added). Additionally, "by setting the objectives co be attained, it should act as a catalyst
for the development of consistent principles to be applied throughout the
European Union" (italics added) and points also at "a comprehensive and

of Scace aid rules to support measures in favour of banks in the context of the fi.

nancial crisis ('Banking Communication')' (2013] OJ C216/1.
77 See Commission Recommendation C(2014) 7174 final on relevant produce and
service markets within the electronic communications sector susceptible to exante regulation according to Directive [2014] OJ L295/79. Point 24 of the preamble of chis recommendation, fearnring the use of shall combined with a detailed
prescription of the behavior of the Member States and the spectrum of triggering
infringement proceedings in case of non-compliance, can be seen as a factor hardening the content of the recommendation.

78 Case T-721/14 (n 34) para 32.
79 Memo 14/484 of 14 July 2014, available at http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_M
EMO-14-484_en.htm.
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common approach in the area of online gambling services" (italics added).
Combined with the detailed provisions in the instrument mentioned before, such references indicate very specific and precise commitments being
induced on the part of the Member States, even if the instrument is explicitly called non-binding.so And indeed, there are cases in which Member
States perceive Commission's soft law instruments as binding due ro such
formulations either in the act or in the accompanying documents. Examples are the case of the Czech Republic," the Belgian caseS2 or the very recent Romanian caseS3 where a Romanian judges association requested the
Court to clarify whether a Commission report addressing recommendations to Romania within the Cooperation and Verification Mechanism is
binding or not.s•
Commission experts'" also refer to such instruments as 'gentlemen's
agreements' and examples of a 'peer pressure' approach, suggesting that they
are not formally binding, but informally seen as such both by the enaccor
of the instrument and the addressee. They are aware of the fact that Mem-

80 See also Opinion Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 119. Such harmonization
goals are sometimes mentioned. in the instruments, as well, as in the case of Commission-Recommendation 2018/C252/01 on guidance for the harmonized imple-

mentation of the European Rail Traffic Management System in the Union (2018]
OJ C 253/1. Another comparable example concerns Commission Recommenda-

tion (EU)2019/243 on a European Electronic Health Record exchange format
(2019] OJ L39/18 which was accompanied by a press release, a fact sheet and several ocher accompanying documents, all pointing at the necessity of establishing a

81
82
83
84

common framework for health record exchange.
M Whelanová, this volume.
Case C-16/!6P (n 5).
Case C-83/19, Asociatia "Forumul Judecärorilor Din Romania" (pending).
In providing a typology of hard and soft law norms in the EU, Terpan (n 13) 77
explains that sometimes legal obligations in soft law instruments are just as hard
as in the case of hard law instruments, in other instruments they are soft, yet in
others no obligations are involved.. The last case is, however, nor illustrated and it
is difficult to imagine that no obligation is sometimes involved, since, as Terpan
(n 13) 81 himself mentions, quantitative and qualitative indicators are provided,
and targets and measurements aimed at translating guidelines inca national programmes are indicated. One might say in this case that although no explicit verbal indicators of the obligations imposed on the addressee are available (e.g.,
'must', 'should'), the quantitative and qualitative indicators indirectly point at a
requirement on the part of the addressee to carry out a particular course of action.

Irrespective of the nature of the obligation, whether hard or soft, Terpan (n

13)

underlines that enforcement mechanisms (soft or hard) are always applicable to

back up the prescriptive behaviour imposed on the addressee.
85 Interview with the Secretariat General (n 63).
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ber States do sometimes interpret such instruments as binding, although
admittedly the Commission tries, already at the drafting stage, to avoid
this.86 Moreover, the rather recent technique employed in some EU legal
acts of conditioning certain legal effects or benefits upon compliance by
Member States with soft law instruments arguably makes them perceive
such instruments as binding.'7

4. Compliance/enforcement mechanisms
The strength of obligations imposed on addressees in soft law instruments
is also expressed in the enforcement and compliance mechanisms often associated with these instruments. Such mechanisms contribute to the suggestion that the act is binding by inviting Member States to "notify the
Commission of any measure taken pursuant to the Recommendation [ ... )
in order for the Commission to be able to evaluate the implementation of
this Recommendation"88 and/or "include information on how they take
the present Recommendation into account."89 Sometimes, "Member States
are invited to give effect" to a recommendation by a specific date90 and
otherwise inform the Commission of the reasons for not taking the instru-
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ment into account.91 Such formulations follow closely the rules in JPG,
and repeated in the Legislative Drafting Manual, 92 according to which "acts
which have no binding force, such as recommendations, do not have a
date of taking effect or application; the addressee may be requested to give
effect to them by a certain date."93
This is consistent with the Better Regulation package of the Commission94 with its emphasis on compliance-based mechanisms for an effective
implementation of EU law, which moves ftom legal sanctions and infringement procedures to soft law mechanisms.v Yet beyond the game of
words, the obligation to state reasons why a Member State departs from
the recommendation implies that the instrument is binding, as otherwise
there would be no such expectations on the part of the Member State.96 As
an expert from the Secretariat General97 explained, it is important for the
Commission to be informed of the activity of the Member State with respect to the proposed course of action. But in this case, there need not be
any formal request for such information and a reaction to it, but rather an
informal exchange of views, should the instrument be intended to be
merely non-binding.

5. Persuasive force ofarguments

86 Interview with the Legal Service (n 63).
87 Interview with the Secretariat General (n 63). Such examples are: obtaining the
revocation of the post-accession safeguard measures under the Cooperation and
Verification Mechanism (CVM) upon meeting Commission's recommendations
laid down in the periodic CVM reporcs addressed to Romania and Bulgaria; or
avoiding sanctions under the Excessive Imbalance Procedure laid down in Regulation 1176/2011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 November
2011 on enforcement measures co correct excessive macroeconomic imbalances in
the euro area (2011] OJ L306/8.
88 Commission Recommendation 2014/478/EU (n 49) Point XII.
89 Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/951 on standards for equality bodies
(2018] OJ L167/28, Chapter III.
90 See Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/2050 on aligning the scope of and
conditions for general transfer licences for the purposes of demonstration and
evaluation as referred to in point (c) of Article 5(2) of Directive 2009/43/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council (2018] OJ L327/89, and Commission
Recommendation (EU) 2018/2051 on aligning the scope of and conditions for
general transfer licences for the purposes of repair anc maintenance as referred co
in point (d) of Article 5(2) of Directive 2009/43/EC of the European Parliament
and of the Council (2018] OJ L327/94.
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It has already been explained98 that the effectiveness and quality of soft law
instruments in general, and recommendations in particular, should rely to
a great extent on the persuasive force of the arguments advanced in such
instruments. The arguments advanced to encourage the addresses to follow
a certain course of action should largely determine the degree to which
Member States will comply with the instrument, particularly due to the

91 See Saurugger and Terpan (n 17). 'Comply or explain' formulations recently
abound as in Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/334 (n 72), Commission
Recommendation (EU) 2018/790 on access to and preservation of scientific information (2018] OJ L134/12, Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/951 (n 89).
92 Legislative Drafh'ng (n 64) Art. 6.9.1 point (e).
93 Joint Practical Guide (n 56) Art. 20.16.
94 Better regulation (n 56).
95 See M Smith, 'Challenges in the implementation of EU law at national level'
(2018) Briefing Requested by the JURI Comminee of the European Parliament 4.
96 See also Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 100. See also Commission
Recommendation (EU) 2018/334, (n 72) point 43.
97 Interview with Secretariat General (n 63).
98 Andone and Greco (n 9).
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fact that such instruments are not supposed to display explicitly binding
force. In order to ensure that addressees follow the course of action recommended by the Commission, a strong and sound argumentation is a vital
component of the normative content of the instrument.
A close look at the normative content of recommendations99 reveals an
argumentative pattern in which justificatory reasons are advanced in support of a course of action. Characteristically, a standpoint is advanced requesting Member States to take certain measures. Arguments are given justifying that the proposed measures are the right way to solve an existing or
potential problem, while also underlining the advantages of taking those
measures. In turn, coordinative arguments explain why the proposed measures will solve an existing problem. In all cases, it is mentioned that the
proposed measures are based on fundamental values which Member States
have embraced. Additionally, arguments point at the advantage of removing the variations in the way in which the Member States deal with a certain matter. In rare cases, the legal basis is mentioned, alongside the fact
that the principle of subsidiarity has been taken into account.P? Oftentimes, enforcement and compliance mechanisms are included. 101
The outlined argumentative pattern of recommendations is hardly different from the argumentative pattern prototypical of directives, providing
additional proof that recommendations resemble hard law instruments.
First, just like hard law instruments, Commission recommendations feature arguments only in the preamble. Second, the same form of arguing
features in the preamble of hard law instruments, 102 perhaps with the only
distinguishing feature that recommendations do not claim full effectiveness of the adopted instrument as directives do. Third, the main purpose of
recommendations involves cooperation or coordination at EU level and
harmonization of European policies.P! As Senden explains, coordination
is not aimed "so much at establishing certain national legislation," whereas
harmonization aims at "aligning national legislative and administrative

provisions, particularly with a view to removing obstacles that impede the
realization of the internal market and economic and monetary union.11104
One also notices that unlike the early recornrnendationst'" featuring general goals, most recently very precise and specific guidelines are provided as
to the actions on the part of the Member States. Together with suggesting
a harmonizing purpose, it makes sense to assume that Member States will
likely perceive such instruments as binding similarly to a directive. Finally,
the investigation into the argumentative quality of directives and recommendations, 106 clearly demonstrates that both types of instruments fall
short of sound argumentation. This is particularly obvious as concerns the
way in which the Commission deals with its burden of proof, which is
more often than not evaded. This defect is the more significant in the case
of Commission's soft law instruments precisely because of their non-binding nature, which should in turn be compensated by their persuasive force.

V. A legally problematic 'hardening' phenomenon ofEU (Commission's) soft
law instruments
Whereas the virtues of soft law to ensure increased flexibility in Commission's policy making and enhance effectiveness of EU law cannot be denied, 107 the symptomatic 'hardening' of Commission's soft law instruments108 raises a number of important legal problems and questions.P?
Firstly, the ambiguity concerning the genuine legal nature and effects of
Commission's recommendations and other soft law instruments can affect
legal certainty and generate confusion among addressees with repercussions on the very effectiveness of EU action. 110 Somewhat paradoxically,

104 The first recommendations as early as the 60s were seen as a legal instrument

similar to directives. They were binding with regard to the result to be achieved
upon chose to whom it was addressed, leaving open the choice of form and
methods (see Senden (n 10) 170). This initial characterization of recommenda99 Andone and Greco (n 9) 88 have examined closely rhe argumentation advanced
in recommendations enacted by the European Commission after 2012.
100 Andone and Greco (n 9) 88.
IOI See (EU) 2018/334 (n 72), Commission Recommendation (EU) 2018/464 on the
monitoring of metals and iodine in seaweed, halophytes and products based on
seaweed (2018] OJ L78/I6.
102 C Andone and F Coman-Kund, 'Argurnenrarive Patterns in the European
Union's Directives: An Effective Tool to Foster Compliance by the Member
Stares?' (2017) 6(1 )joumal ofArgumentation in Con/ex! 76-96.
103 Senden (n 10) 179-181.
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tions can partly explain their current resemblance with directives.
105
106
107
108
109
110

See Senden (n 10) 170.
See Andone and Coman-Kund (n 101), Andone and Greco (n 9).
See Van den Brink and Senden (n 19) 8 and 70.
Van den Brink and Senden (n 19).
See also Stefan (n 1): 201-225 and Stefan (n 18): 15-18.
An illustrative case are the recommendations addressed by the Commission to

some Member States within the framework of the post-accession CVM leading
to

an Article 267 TFEU procedure on the issue whether such recommendation

are legally binding.
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this situation seems to be maintained also by the indirect enhancement of
the legal effects of Commission's soft law instruments under the influence
of general principles of EU law such as 'effet utile' and duty of loyal cooperation based on Article 4(3) TEU,111 or legitimate expectations.!'!
Secondly, the possibility for the Commission's soft law instruments chat
turn into legally binding acts based on their normative content and broader legal framework triggers problems from the perspective of the principles
of attributed powers and institutional balance.!'! This is the so-called 'legislation/regulation by stealth' issue, entailing chat soft law instruments may
circumvent the lack of EU binding powers in a certain policy area, the lack
of Commission's competence to adopt legally binding acts, and formal decision-making procedures involving other institutioos.I'"
Thirdly, the much lower thresholds in terms of procedural safeguards,
transparency, participation requirements and scrutiny conferring the
much needed flexibility to soft law as compared to hard law115 become
particularly problematic when soft law instruments disguise far-reaching
legal effects or genuine binding measures. This risks to further undermine
the legality and legitimacy of Commission's actions, thereby contributing
to the perceived deepening of the Union's democratic deficit.
Last but not least, the phenomenon of 'hardened' soft law instruments
poses specific challenges to legal protection and review. Whereas the
Grimaldi jurisprudence makes clear that indirect judicial review based on
the preliminary ruling procedure is ensured with regard to Commission's
soft law instruments, 116 not the same can be said about direct review under
the annulment procedure based on Article 263 TFEU. The emphasis in Ar-

111
112
113
114

Grimaldi (n 4).
Dansk Renndustri (n 18) para 211.
See also Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) para 94.
See also Opinion of Advocate General Bobek (n 8) paras 92-93. In this regard, it
is noticeable that in its jurisprudence concerning Commission's soft law, the
CJEU has first determined whether the legal instrument under consideration
was legally binding; if so, it then examined the competence of the Commission
to adopt such a binding act (often concluding that the Commission did not have
such a competence).
115 Van den Brink and Senden (n 19) 36-38. See also Meijers Committee, Standing
committee of experts on international immigration, refugee and criminal law,
Note on the use of soft law instruments under EU law, in particular in the area
of freedom, security and justice, and its impact on fundamental rights, democracy and the rule of law (CM 1806 of9 April 2018) available at <https://www.com
m issie-mei j ers.n I/si ces/al 1/fi les/cm 1806 _note_ on _soft_ law_ ins cru men ts. pdf>
accessed in March 2019.
I 16 See Case C-16/J6P (n 5) para 44 and the case law cited there.
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tide 263 TFEU on the intention 'to produce legal effects vis-à-vis third parties' and the explicit exclusion from the scope of review of recommendations and opinions, interpreted strictly by the Court of Justice,117 makes it
clear that direct legal review of EU sofr law remains a thorny issue. This
finding is further supported by the restrictive admissibility requirements
regarding individuals under Article 263 TFEU.

VI. Better lawmaking through an argumentative 'toolbox'
The problematic 'hardening' phenomenon of EU (Commission) soft law
instruments requires more than concern for the legal aspects pointed out
in the previous section. In view of the remarkable increase of soft law instruments and the important practical and legal effects they produce, beteer lawmaking initiatives need to pay closer, if not special, attention to
their functions and drafting. One way forward to solve the current perplexing and legally problematic ambiguity is to mark a sharper delineation berween hard law (as legally binding and prescriptive) and soft law (as nonbinding but highly persuasive) instruments. This could alleviate the legal
problems and bring more clarity and coherence for the benefit of the
Member States, citizens and businesses throughout the Union.
The various drafting sources currently available concern almost exclusively 'hard law' instruments, with few, sometimes even no reference, 118 to
non-binding instruments. In the all too rare cases in which such references
are made, instead of explaining and offering precise guidelines as to how
such instruments should be formulated, those involved in drafting soft law
instruments are negatively advised about what they should not do rather
than about what they need to do to ensure clarity and preciseness. Despite
real concerns and efforts for distinguishing between soft and hard law instruments in the drafting process, it transpires from practice that this is not
always easy to achieve.!"
This study has pointed out that the difference between hard and soft
law instruments is not just a matter of expressing obligations hardly or
softly. As long as an obligation is expressed, and particularly in combination with the explicit 'comply or explain' or 'comply or face legal conse-

117 Ibid, paras 38--43.
I 18 Remarkable cases of no such references are the joint Handbookfor the presentation
and drafting of acts subject to the ordinary legislah've procedure (2018) and the Interinstitutional Style Guide (2011 ).
I 19 Interview with the Legal Service (n 63).
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quences' mechanisms, addressees are likely to interpret soft law instruments as not just politically, but also legally binding. Drafting manuals
need to move from purely stylistic concerns (points instead of articles,
should instead of shall, etc.) to more concrete substantive issues by recognizing the fundamental role of sound and persuasive argumentation in soft
law instruments. Particularly in the current search for better EU governance, strong and sound arguments, as a way to transform soft law instruments from prescriptive cools resembling hard law into effective persuasive
cools, are urgently needed. These are crucial for enhancing the degree of
compliance with legally non-binding instruments. Instead of including
such argumentation only in the preamble of soft law instruments as is currently the case, a situation which hardly differs from the case of hard law
instruments, justificatory reasons need to be advanced throughout the instrument, pointing at the necessity, desirability and usefulness of the instrument.
There are at least four argumentative issues that require extensive attention in EU drafting guidelines. Firstly, the content of the argumentation
should not mirror the content of hard law instruments, as exemplified by
the case of recommendations and directives. The argumentative patterns
characterizing hard and soft law must make it possible to distinguish between the different categories of instruments rather than just revealing
commonalities. Secondly, the design of soft law instruments should make
clear that no legally-binding obligations apply but rather persuasive suggestions for cooperation by addressees. Such design should also move beyond the oversimplified 'shall/should' distinction and encompass other expressions of modaliry'ê? influencing the argument strength. Thirdly, the
arguments in soft law instruments should be formulated in such a way as
to ensure their effectiveness and increase their persuasive force. This
should ideally result in enhanced compliance by addressees. Fourthly, the
soundness of arguments in soft law instruments should be ensured by developing clear-cut criteria for reasonable argumentation. This could be
done, for instance, by pointing at precise criteria chat enable co avoid reasons that manipulate and induce compliance through fallacious means.
Precise soundness criteria are urgently needed to identify, and consequently, avoid problems such as evasion of the burden of proof, unclear and ambiguous formulations, giving the impression of agreement between addressor and addressee when that is not the case, and other fallacious situations.

VII. Conclusion
This chapter focused on the normative content as a key factor for delineating between EU soft and hard law instruments. It clarified the interplay between the normative content and other factors relevant for assessing the legal nature of EU legal instruments, such as form and context. It then identified the various criteria related to normative content and assessed their
weight, warning about the misleading overreliance on the 'shall/should'
modality language as a means to determine the genuine legal nature of EU
legal aces. After discussing the normative content of exemplary Commission's soft law instruments that resemble closely hard law instruments, this
chapter pointed at the concerns that such ambiguity causes in legal terms,
as well as from the perspective of effectiveness and democratic legitimacy
of EU action. In order to remedy chis, the chapter emphasized the importance of clear and sound argumentation of soft law instruments as a way to
mark a proper distinction from hard law instruments. In chis respect, the
chapter calls for an improvement of Union's lawmaking by proposing directions for better drafting that pays closer attention to the argumentative
content of EU soft law instruments to restore legal certainty and enhance
compliance by addressees.

120 For a comprehensive list of expressions of modality indicating necessity, certainry, probability, etc. see A Rocci, Modality in Argumentation (Springer 2017).
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